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Abstract Objective The aim of this study was to adapt
the Rheumatoid Arthritis Quality of Life (RAQoL)
questionnaire for use in Turkey and to test its reli-
ability and validity. Methods The translation process
included the recent guidelines for cross-cultural adap-
tation. Reliability of the Turkish RAQoL was assessed
by internal consistency and test-retest reliability, inter-
nal construct validity by Rasch analysis, and external
construct validity by associations with impairments,
disability, and general health status. Cross-cultural
validity was tested through analysis of differential item
functioning (DIF) by comparison with data from the
UK version of the RAQoL. Results Reliability of the
adapted version was good, with high internal consis-
tency (Cronbach’s alpha 0.95 and 0.96 at times 1 and 2,
respectively) and test-retest reliability (Spearman’s rho
0.874). Internal construct validity was confirmed by
excellent fit to the Rasch model (mean item fit 0.236,
SD 1.113) and external construct validity by expected
associations. The DIF for culture was found in four
items. Conclusions Adaptation of the RAQoL for use
in Turkey was successful. The instrument can be used
in both national and international studies for cross-
cultural comparison with the UK, as long as adjust-
ments are made for the few items displaying DIF for
culture.
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Introduction

In recent years, there has been increasing interest in the
assessment of outcome of chronic diseases through
measurements of functional status, health status, and
quality of life [1, 2, 3]. Rheumatoid arthritis (RA) is a
chronic, progressive disease with high physical, social,
and economic burdens and consequently has the potential
for considerable effects upon quality of life [4]. The major
therapeutic goals for patients with RA are to control
disease activity, prevent joint deformities, preserve
function, and thus maintain or improve quality of life [5].

Recently, the notion of health-related quality of life
(HRQoL) has been introduced [6]. Within HRQoL,
measures are generally classified into two categories:
generic and condition-specific. Generic instruments are
designed to capture various aspects of health status in
any population, irrespective of disease or condition,
thereby enabling comparison across interventions and
conditions [7]. On the other hand, disease-specific qual-
ity of life instruments, as their name suggests, are tar-
geted at a specific disease or condition and thus have
the potential to be more responsive and sensitive than
generic instruments [8].

Only a few generic health status measures have been
adapted for use at present in Turkey [9, 10]. To date, no
disease-specific measures are available with Turkish RA
patients. The RA Quality of Life (RAQoL) question-
naire is a 30-item, RA-specific measure developed si-
multaneously in the UK and the Netherlands [11]. The
U.K. English, Dutch, French-Canadian, Canadian En-
glish, Swedish, and Danish language versions have been
shown to have high internal consistency, test-retest re-
liability, and good construct validity [11, 12, 13, 14, 15].
Consequently, the aim of the present study was to adapt
the RAQoL for use in Turkey and to test the new ver-
sion’s reliability and validity.
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Methods

The adaptation and validation of an instrument involves several
stages. Initially, the translation and adaptation process provides an
initial version of the questionnaire. An examination of reliability
and finally validity usually follows. Reliability is concerned with the
consistency of the instrument. Construct validity is concerned with
whether the instrument measures the construct it is intended to
measure. Increasingly, two forms of construct validity should be
considered: internal construct validity, which is a more detailed
examination of the structure of the scale, particularly related to
unidimensionality, differential item functioning (DIF), and scaling
properties [16], and external construct validity, which is concerned
with expected associations with other key variables [17]. Finally,
cross-cultural validity should be tested by comparison of score level
attributes between the original and adapted versions [18]. The
modern psychometric approach to this would be an examination of
DIF by culture.

Adaptation procedure

For the translation process using the recent guidelines for cross-
cultural adaptation [19], stage I involved four bilingual profes-
sionals translating the original version. Two professionals had
clinical backgrounds and were thus ‘informed’ translators. The
other two translators were an English teacher at the university
and an economist educated in the UK for a master’s degree, and
therefore they were ‘uninformed’ translators. Inconsistencies in
the translations were resolved (stage II) by discussions among the
translators. The ‘yes’ and ‘no’ response format of the original
version was retained. In order to produce meaningful and easily
understandable Turkish expressions, it was necessary to change
some sentence structures in the English items. Items 3 and 20 (‘It’s
difficult to find comfortable shoes that I like’ and ‘My condition
limits the places I can go’) were translated as ‘I have difficulty in
finding comfortable shoes that I like’ and ‘Because of my condi-
tion, I am limited in the places I can go’. Similarly, items 26 and
30 (‘I sleep badly at night’ and ‘I am limited in the clothes I can
wear’) were translated as ‘My sleep during the night is bad’ and ‘I
have limitations regarding the clothes I can wear’. At this stage,
the accepted Turkish version of the instrument was back-trans-
lated (stage III) by a bilingual informed translator (medical doc-
tor) who was blind to the original version. Then, all the
translators and health professionals (two authors, SK and AK)
involved in the adaptation process reviewed and discussed the
translations and the prefinal version before field testing was
considered (stage IV). Field testing for face validity (stage V) was
done in a group of 25 RA patients with variable educational
levels. At this stage, three items necessitated some modifications
to make them more readily understandable in a Turkish setting.
As the verb ‘to concentrate’ could not be understood by people
with a low educational level, item 12 (‘I find it hard to concen-
trate on something’) was modified to ‘I find it hard to keep at-
tention on something’. Items 4 (‘I avoid crowds because of my
condition’) and 6 (‘I find it difficult to walk to the shops’) were
changed to ‘I avoid entering crowds because of my condition‘‘
and ‘I find it difficult to walk to the shops for shopping’. This
final version was then ready for further testing with respect to
reliability and validity.

Patients and setting

For tests of reliability and validity, 71 patients with diagnoses of
RA according to the American Rheumatism Association (ARA)
criteria [20] who attend the outpatient RA clinic of a university
hospital in Turkey were recruited into the study. After giving their
consent to participate, all patients were assessed by the same ob-
server (DG). The assessments included intensity of pain on a visual
analogue scale (VAS), duration of morning stiffness, disease

activity according to the disease activity score (DAS) [21, 22],
functional disability with the Stanford Health Assessment Ques-
tionnaire (HAQ), and administration of the Turkish versions of the
Nottingham Health Profile (NHP) [9] and the RAQoL. The DAS
for each patient was calculated from the numbers of tender and
swollen joints (both by 28-joint count), erythrocyte sedimentation
rate, and patients’ general health assessments by visual analogue
scale. A Turkish adaptation of the HAQ had been made in Ankara
University, Turkey, for a study investigating the correlation of
radiological joint damage with physical disability in RA [23]. Then,
validity and reliability of this Turkish version, which was also used
in the present study, was documented [24]. The NHP distress index
(NHPD), a 24-item single index of distress embedded within the
NHP, was also calculated from the NHP [25]. The literate patients
completed the questionnaires themselves, and the same observer
read the items to the illiterate patients. All patients were inter-
viewed twice, with a 2-week interval between assessments, to
complete the three questionnaires (HAQ, NHP, and RAQoL).

Reliability and validity studies

Reliability

Reliability of the Turkish version of the RAQoL was tested by
internal consistency and test-retest reliability. The internal consis-
tency of an instrument is an estimate of the degree to which its
constituent items are interrelated and is assessed by Cronbach’s
alpha coefficient [26]. Test-retest reliability is an estimate of the
degree of random measurement error produced by the instrument.
It is assessed by comparing instrument scores at two time points,
given that there has been no change in condition between admin-
istrations [17].

Internal construct validity

The principal modern psychometric approach used to assess
internal construct validity in health outcome measurement is Rasch
analysis [27, 28]. The Rasch model is a unidimensional model which
asserts that the easier the item, the more likely it will be passed, and
the more able the person, the more likely he will pass a compared
item. It assumes that the probability that a person will affirm an
item or category within an item is a logistic function of the
difference between the person’s ability (h) and the difficulty of the
item (b) and is a function only of that difference.

PiðhÞ ¼
eðh�b1Þ

1þ eðh�b1Þ

where Pi(h) is the probability that respondents with ability (h) will
answer item i correctly or be able to do the task specified by that
item, and b is the item difficulty parameter.

From this, the expected response pattern of responses to an
item set is determined, given the estimated h and b. When the
observed response pattern coincides with or does not deviate too
much from the expected response pattern, then the items constitute
a true Rasch scale [29]. Taken with confirmation of local inde-
pendence of items, that is, no residual associations in the data after
the Rasch trait has been removed, this confirms unidimensionality
[30, 31].

The formulae can be expressed as a logit model:

ln
Pni

1� Pni

� �
¼ hn � bi

In other words, the log of the odds of a yes response compared
to a no response is, as stated previously, the difference between
person ability and item difficulty. Thus, the Rasch analysis
‘currency’ is the logit (log odds unit). A logit is the distance along
the line of the variable which increases the odds of observing the
event by a factor of 2.718, and it is this logit scale that provides
interval level measurement for data which fit the model.
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The early published work on Rasch analysis in health outcome
studies explored issues of unidimensionality [32], and this has
remained a central theme to date [33, 34, 35]. However, Rasch
analysis allows much more than an empirical test for unidimensi-
onality. Following Lord’s and Novick’s work [36] and their expli-
cation of item response theory (IRT), examination of DIF became
routine. The basis of the DIF approach lies in the item response
function, the S-shaped trace of the proportion of individuals at the
same ability level who answer a given item correctly. Under the
assumption that the ability under consideration is unidimensional
and that the item measures the same ability, then, except for ran-
dom variations, the same curve is found, irrespective of the nature
of the group for whom a function is plotted [37]. The DIF can be
considered to be uniform (in which the same difference is observed
across the trait) or nonuniform (in which the difference in proba-
bility between groups differs across the trait).

This analysis is thus central to issues of cross-cultural validity
and, using this approach, it is possible to make a formal test of
whether a scale works in the same way across cultures. Conse-
quently, in the present study, internal construct validity was tested
by fit of the data to the Rasch model and by testing DIF for age,
gender, disease duration, and culture. Due to the number of re-
peated tests, the significance level of 0.5 was adjusted by Bonferroni
correction to 0.006.

External construct validity

External construct validity is determined by testing for expected
associations between the adapted instrument and other valid
measures through the process of convergent construct validity [38].
In this study, associations with a range of impairments such as the
duration of morning stiffness, pain intensity (VAS), and DAS were
considered, as well as with functional disability as measured by the
HAQ and with general health status by the NHP and NHPD.

Cross-cultural validity

Cross-cultural validity is examined by looking at the property of
invariance through DIF analysis for culture. For purposes of this
analysis, secondary analysis of a data set from the UK was used
involving patients recruited to examine the relationship between
RA and work [39]. These patients had all completed the English
version of the RAQoL, and data from this version will be pooled
with that of the new version to undertake the DIF analysis.

Results

Characteristics of patients

The mean age of the Turkish patients was 49.4 years
(SD 14.1), and 82% were female. Forty-eight per cent
were illiterate, whereas 30% had primary and 22% mid-
dle levels of education. The mean disease duration was
10.1 years (SD 7.4). The mean duration of morning
stiffness was 44.3 min (SD 66.7). Mean pain intensity
(VAS) was 4.98 (SD 2.95), and mean DAS was 4.29
(SD 2.27). The mean HAQ was 1.31 (SD 0.86) (time 2/
retest mean 1.33, SD 0.92) and the mean RAQoL score
was 17.58 (SD 9.76) (time 2/retest mean 17.39, SD 10.23).

One hundred and twelve patients were recruited in
the original UK study, all of them meeting American
College of Rheumatology (ACR) criteria for RA, with a
mean age of 46.8 years (SD 9.99), and 75% were female.
Mean HAQ was 1.16 (SD 0.74). The mean RAQoL
score was 14.0 (SD 9.16).

Reliability

The internal consistency of the Turkish version of the
RAQoL was excellent at both times, with Cronbach’s
alphas of 0.95 and 0.96 at times 1 and 2, respectively.
Test-retest reliability was good, with a high correlation
between the two time points (Spearman’s rho 0.874).

Internal construct validity

The internal construct validity of the adapted Turkish
version of the scale is confirmed by excellent fit to the
Rasch model. Overall, mean item fit is 0.236 (SD 1.113)
and person fit –0.072 (SD 0.797), where fit statistics are
standardised to a mean of zero and standard deviation
of one. No single item showed misfit to the model, with
the worst-fitting item (‘I try to avoid shaking hands with
people’) having a chi-squared value of 7.799 (df 2,
P=0.0202). Consequently, observed data closely follow
the model expectation, and the scale constitutes a true
Rasch scale. The item trait interaction chi-squared value
of 85.76 (df 60, P=0.014) was adequate. This shows
invariance of the scale for patients at different levels of
disability. Thus, the scale works in the same way across
all levels of quality of life. Person separation is high at
0.942. This shows that the scale is able to discriminate at
least four distinct groups of patients at different levels of
quality of life.

The scale is largely free of DIF for age, gender, and
disease duration. Only one item (‘I find it difficult to take
care of people I am close to’) shows any significant
difference for uniform DIF for age (Fig. 1) (Bonferroni
corrected at 0.006)Fig. 1. For this item, at the same level
of quality of life, younger people are more likely to say
‘no’, while older people are more likely to say ‘yes’.
Otherwise, the scale items are invariant across groups,
and consequently the item response function (the
S-shaped trace of expected response by level of quality
of life) is identical for the different groups.

The scale has all the hallmarks of the classical ordinal
scale. The thresholds are distributed in an uneven fash-
ion across the construct, with gaps between and clusters
of thresholds (Fig. 2). Patients thus lose points (i.e.,
improve) in a haphazard manner, depending on where
they start on the scale, due to ‘clustering’ of the items
along the metric scale. Although when data fit the Rasch
model, this distortion is ‘smoothed’ in the middle of the
scale, scores on the RAQoL from patients at the margins
of the scale will be particularly affected by this distor-
tion. Thus, data from the scale should be analysed by
nonparametric statistics.

External construct validity

There were significant correlations (P<0.01) between
RAQoL score and duration of morning stiffness
(r 0.38), VAS pain (r 0.41), and DAS (r 0.47). All these
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Spearman’s rhos revealed moderate correlations that
could be expected with impairments. The Spearman’s
rhos between the RAQoL and the HAQ at times 1 and 2
were 0.7 and 0.65, respectively. These higher correlations
with disability compared to the impairments supported
the construct validity of the Turkish version of the
RAQoL, as expected. The highest correlations were
found between the NHP sections of social isolation and
emotional reactions and the NHPD, confirming the
construct validity of the RAQoL (Table 1).

Cross-cultural validity

The cross-cultural validity of the scale is formally tested
by checking the invariance of the scale across different
language versions. Data from the UK data set were first
fitted to the Rasch model to ensure internal construct
validity. The results were very similar to the Turkish
version, with good fit to the model. The mean item fit
was –0.229 (SD 1.114) and person fit –0.111 (SD 0.775).
Item trait interaction chi-square value is 109.3 (df 90,
P=0.08), showing invariance across groups of patients.
Person separation was excellent at 0.941.

Invariance across countries was supported for most
items in the scale, but four items showed DIF (Table 2).

For these items, patients at the same level of quality of
life have different probabilities of response across the
two countries. For example, at the same level of quality
of life, there is a significant difference in response to the
item ‘I find it difficult to walk to the shops’. This dif-
ference is of a uniform nature. That is, the probability of
responding ‘yes’ to this item is different between the two
countries, but the magnitude of that difference is the
same across all levels of quality of life.

Also, at the same level of quality of life, those in
Turkey are much more likely to respond ‘yes’ to the item
‘I sometimes have problems using the toilet’ than those
in the UK (Fig. 3). Consequently, the response function

Fig. 1 Differential item func-
tioning for the item ‘I find it
difficult to take care of the
people I am close to’ by age

Fig. 2 Distribution of persons
and items across the metric trait
of quality of life

Table 1 Correlation between the RAQoL and NHP sections ex-
pressed as Spearman’s rho correlation coefficient. NHP Notting-
ham Health Profile, NHPD NHP distress index

NHP sections Time 1 Time 2

Energy 0.72 0.68
Pain 0.73 0.75
Emotional reactions 0.88 0.81
Sleep 0.70 0.68
Social isolation 0.87 0.83
Physical mobility 0.82 0.80
NHPD 0.92 0.83
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for those patients in Turkey, shown by the line with
circles, is above the model expectation curve (that is the
response function when data perfectly fit the Rasch
model), while the response function for those patients
from the UK, shown by the line with crosses, is below
the model curve. The consistency of the difference be-
tween the two functions confirms the presence of Uni-
form DIF.

It is possible to adjust for the differences in response
probability levels for items. Each item displaying sig-
nificant DIF is allowed to be unique for each country.
Thus, the ‘toilet’ item above becomes two items, one for
each country, with responses from the other country
classified as missing. This approach utilises Rasch’s no-
tion of specific objectivity, which leads to the attribute
that person estimates can be made without all items
completed [40]. Consequently, missing values do not
obstruct making an estimate of quality of life, although
the precision of that estimate will be lower. In this way,
the RAQoL is expanded to 34 items, with 26 original
items and the four items displaying DIF split between
countries, making a further eight items, the latter dis-
playing structural missing values for the other country
responses.

Fit of the 34 items to the Rasch model within the
pooled data set is good. The mean item fit was –0.275
(SD 1.397) and person fit –0.090 (SD 0.778). The item
trait interaction chi-squared value is 156.1 (df 102,
P=0.005), showing some variance across groups of
patients. However, no single item displayed misfit to the

model, the worst being ‘I have to go to bed earlier than I
would like to’ with a chi-square of 12.164 (df 3,
P=0.0068). Person separation was excellent at 0.944.

Discussion

Recent guidelines for cross-cultural adaptation facilitate
a standardised approach to this task for all outcome
measures [19]. The adaptation of the RAQoL into the
Turkish language followed these guidelines. Face valid-
ity of the adapted version was confirmed at the field
testing stage, which revealed that the new instrument
was acceptable and relevant for Turkish RA patients.
Conventional tests of reliability and validity demon-
strated a successful adaptation of the RAQoL into the
Turkish language similar to results for other language
versions [11, 12, 13, 14, 15].

Rasch analysis showed that the adapted scale con-
stituted a true Rasch scale and thus, fitting the data to
the model provides a linear transformation of the ordi-
nal scale. However, despite following current guidelines
for cross-cultural adaptation, DIF was found to be
present for four items. Given the items, this is not en-
tirely unexpected. For example, in Turkey, squatting
toilets are still common, especially in lower socioeco-
nomic groups. Thus with a disease such as RA, it is not
unreasonable to expect that, at any given level of quality
of life, Turkish patients find using the toilet more diffi-
cult than their UK counterparts. The advantage of
Rasch analysis is that data can be pooled and allowances
made for the differences in item locations along the
metric. Consequently, whereas current guidelines for
adaptation may be necessary for cross-cultural adapta-
tion, they are not a sufficient condition for cross-cultural
validity, particularly when the objective is to pool data
from different countries. Only the property of invariance
meets this condition, and this requires that data fit the
Rasch model.

In conclusion, the adaptation of the RAQoL for use
in Turkey has been successful, and the instrument is

Table 2 Items showing differential item functioning (DIF ) by
country expressed as significance levela for uniform (U ) and non-
uniform (NU ) DIF

Items displaying DIF U NU

Finds it difficult to walk to shops 0.0006 0.0056
Sometimes has problems using the toilet 0.0000 0.0391
Often gets frustrated 0.0002 0.9812
Feels unable to control condition 0.0009 0.0500

a Bonferroni adjusted level of <0.001

Fig. 3 Differential item func-
tioning for the item ‘I some-
times have problems using the
toilet’, across countries
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suitable for use in clinic studies. Rasch analysis reveals
that the Turkish version of the RAQoL is a robust,
unidimensional ordinal measure largely free of DIF
which worked well in Turkish RA patients. The instru-
ment can also be used in international studies for cross-
cultural comparison, as long as adjustments are made
for the few items displaying DIF for culture.
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